It is important to determine the seepage field parameters of a high core rockfill dam using the seepage data obtained during operation. For the Nuozhadu high core rockfill dam, a back analysis model is proposed using the radial basis function neural network optimized using a particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO-RBFNN) and the technology of finite element analysis for solving the saturated-unsaturated seepage field. The recorded osmotic pressure curves of osmometers, which are distributed in the maximum cross section, are applied to this back analysis. The permeability coefficients of the dam materials are retrieved using the measured seepage pressure values while the steady state seepage condition exists; that is, the water lever remains unchanged. Meanwhile, the parameters are tested using the unstable saturated-unsaturated seepage field while the water level rises. The results show that the permeability coefficients are reasonable and can be used to study the real behavior of a seepage field of a high core rockfill dam during its operation period.
Introduction
The earth-rock dam design is widely adopted locally and abroad because of low investment, locally produced raw materials, and simple construction. As a result of complex situations, many influencing factors, and poor management, a number of accidents have occurred over the past several years. Many accidents have made it clear that the disaster caused by a flood once a dam breaks is unimaginable. According to the International Commission on Large Dams [1, 2] , the number of earth-rock dam breaks accounted for 70 percent of the total number of dam breaks; 25 percent of the earth-rock dam breaks were caused by infiltration or deformation and the percentage was up to 40 percent in China [3] . Seepage failure is one of the main causes of collapse of an earth-rock dam; therefore, it is very important to use mature theories and methods to analyze and evaluate leak and deformation conditions.
Generally speaking, there are three types of methods used in permeability coefficient identification: analysis, testing, and back analysis methods. An analysis method, which is based on numerous hypotheses, is difficult to adapt to a dam with a complex structure. Some permeability coefficients can be measured in the field; however, such measurements are usually scarce and are expensive to obtain. Therefore, a back analysis method to fill in the missing parameters is typically conducted before an analysis of the seepage flow. During the past three decades, extensive research has been conducted to study the problem of permeability coefficient estimation for seepage flow models. This research resulted in the development of numerous techniques that employ search methods to find parameter values that minimize the difference between the observed and calculated hydraulic head values. A brief review of the approaches employed in these techniques is provided herein.
In 1986, research about numerical methods for permeability coefficient identification was conducted [4] . Tsurumi et al. [5] used a finite element method to identify parameters in groundwater hydrology. Zijlstra and Dane [6] used a quasiNewton method to identify hydraulic parameters in layered soils. El Harrouni et al. [7] presented a method of estimating the groundwater parameter using optimization. Prasad and Rastogi [8] studied an inverse method of estimating the hydraulic conductivity values based on a genetic algorithm. Zio [9] studied the inverse problem of parameter estimation in groundwater models using artificial neural networks. At home, He and Zheng [10] deduced a series of formulas about numerical inversion of Laplace transform solutions for the dynamics of porous flow. Liu and Wang [11] studied an improved genetic algorithm for back analysis of seepage parameters. Liu et al. [12, 13] studied the back analysis of seepage with an ANN based on alternative and iterative algorithm ANN based on the simulated annealing Gauss-Newton algorithm. Li et al. [14] proposed ant colony optimization to estimate aquifer parameters.
In recent years, neural networks (NNs) have been successfully used in the field of civil engineering to directly map nonlinear complex relations. As is stated in [15] , the mapping capabilities of a NN are strictly related to the nonlinear component found in the activation function of the neurons. A feed forward neural network (FFNN) is a NN where the inner architecture is organized in subsequent layers of neurons, and the connections are made according to the following rules: every neuron of a layer is connected to all (and only) the neurons of the subsequent layer. The commonly used backpropagation algorithm for FFNN training suffers from slow learning speed and being liable to be trapped in a local minimum. The radial basis function (RBF) neural networks are normally considered as universal approximators [16] [17] [18] , which can approximate any function to an arbitrary accuracy, provided that the size of network is not constrained. Applications of RBF neural network are widespread and can be found in prediction of time series [19] , function approximation problems [20] , hydrological modeling [21, 22] , and system modeling [23] . General description of the RBF neural network can be found in many of the standard ANN text books [24] . The present work proposes the use of RBF neural network (choosing Gaussian function as its activation function) for mapping the complex nonlinear relations between water heads and permeability coefficients. The RBF neural network has a simple structure, succinct training, fast convergence speed, and the ability to represent any complicated nonlinear function relations. It creates a radial basis network one neuron at a time. Neurons are added to the network until the mean square error falls beneath an error goal or a maximum number of neurons are reached. As you know, the more the input vectors are, the more the neurons are needed to achieve a better fitting effect and forecast precision. It easily leads to dimension disaster [25] . To avoid this phenomenon, this paper selects an optimizing algorithm to determine the RBF neural network structural parameters, which can achieve a better fitting effect and forecast precision with fewer hidden layer neurons.
Optimum parameters of RBF neural network can be determined by many methods of varying complexity, some of which are noniterative clustering [26] , -means clustering [27] , and orthogonal least squares (OLS) [28, 29] . Evolutionary algorithms also have been very popular in determining the parameters of RBF networks. A genetic algorithm was used in [30] to evolve the network for function approximation. The genetic algorithm population consisted of individual kernels instead of entire networks. A similar strategy has been used in [31] which makes use of an OLS procedure and singular value decomposition to evaluate the contribution of individual kernels. In [32] the number of kernels is also determined dynamically using a genetic algorithm. Other methods (e.g., [33] ) evolve an entire population of RBF neural networks. PSO is similar to the genetic algorithm in the sense that they are both population-based search approaches and that they both depend on information sharing among their population members to enhance their search processes using a combination of deterministic and probabilistic rules. Although PSO and the GA on average yield the same effectiveness (solution quality), PSO is more computationally efficient (uses less number of function evaluations) than the GA [34] . Its small computational requirement makes it a good candidate for solving optimization problems. Solutions computed by PSO are derived from both local and global searches. This allows PSO to consider solutions near the vicinity (local) of the starting point, in addition to a possible solution located within a global region. The search process for new point(s) includes consideration of the previous best solutions. Thus, PSO is used to train the neural network to obtain the optimal values of the structure parameters for the RBF neural network in this paper.
In this paper, a back analysis model is proposed with the radial basis function neural network optimized using the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO-RBFNN) and the technology of finite elements for solving the saturatedunsaturated seepage field. The recorded osmotic pressure curves of osmometers, which are distributed in the maximum cross section, are applied to this back analysis. The permeability coefficients of the dam materials are retrieved from the prototype data measured while the dam was in the steady state seepage condition; that is, the water lever remained unchanged. Meanwhile, the parameters are tested using the unstable saturated-unsaturated seepage field while the water level rises. The results show that the permeability coefficients are reasonable and can be used to study the real behavior of a seepage field of a high core rockfill dam while operating.
Mathematical Model
The objective of the inverse model or operator is to obtain optimal estimates of unknown permeability coefficients that minimize the difference between observed and calculated hydraulic head values. In this case, the optimization mathematical model of the back analysis of permeability coefficients is as follows [35] :
Subject to:
In the above model, (1) is the objective function which achieves minimum of the mean squared error of water heads; * and are the th measured and computed water head, Mathematical Problems in Engineering 3 respectively; is the th weight (equal weights were used in this study); is the number of water head measuring points. Equation (2) gives the range of permeability coefficients, ; and are the maximum and minimum of , respectively. [36] . The flow of water through both saturated and unsaturated soil follows Darcy's law which states that
Seepage Flow Model

Partial Differential Water Flow Equations
where is the specific discharge; is the hydraulic conductivity; and is the gradient of total hydraulic head. According to the water continuity and Darcy's law, a twodimensional unsteady flow through an earthfill dam can be described by the Richards equation as
where is the total head; and are the hydraulic conductivity in the -and -directions, respectively; is the volumetric water content; is the applied boundary flux; and is the time. Equation (4) can be employed to simulate two-dimensional unsteady state water flow through nonhomogeneous, anisotropic, saturated-unsaturated porous media receiving lateral flow. It states that the difference between the flow (flux) entering and leaving an elemental volume at a point in time is equal to the change in storage of the soil systems. More fundamentally, it states that the sum of the rates of change of flows in the -and -directions plus the external applied flux is equal to the rate of change of the volumetric water content with respect to time.
Under steady state condition, the flux entering and leaving an elemental volume is the same at all times. The right side of (4) consequently vanishes and the equation reduces to
Changes in volumetric water content are dependent on changes in the stress state and the properties of the soil. The stress state for both saturated and unsaturated conditions can be described by two state variables. These stress state variables are − and − where is the total stress, is the poreair pressure, and is the pore-water pressure. It is usually assumed that the total stress and the pore-air pressure are both constants during transient processes. This means that − remains constant and has no effect on the change in volumetric water content. Changes in volumetric water content are consequently dependent only on changes in the − stress state variable, and, with remaining constant, the change in volumetric water content is a function only of pore-water pressure changes. As a result, the change in volumetric water content can be related to a change in porewater pressure by the following equation:
where is the slope of the storage curve. The total hydraulic head, , is defined as
where is the unit weight of water; is the pore-water pressure; and is the elevation. Equation (7) can be rearranged as = ( − ). Substituting (7) into (6) gives the following equation:
which now can be substituted into (4), leading to the following expression: [36] . Applying the Galerkin method of weighted residual to the governing differential equation, the finite element method for twodimensional seepage equation can be derived as
Finite Element Water Flow Equations
where [ ] is the gradient matrix; [ ] is the element hydraulic conductivity matrix; { } is the vector of nodal heads; ⟨ ⟩ is the vector of interpolating function; is the unit flux across the edge of an element; is the thickness of an element; is the time; is the storage term for a transient seepage equal to ; is a designation for summation over the area of an element; and = is a designation for summation over the edge of an element.
In an abbreviated form, the finite element seepage equation can be expressed as
where [ ] is the element characteristic matrix; [ ] is the element mass matrix; { } is the element applied flux vector.
Prediction Model of RBFNN Optimized by PSO
Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN).
The radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) used in this study is a feed forward neural network with one radial basis layer. It can uniformly approximate any continuous function with a specified accuracy [16] [17] [18] . General description of the RBFNN can be found in many of the standard ANN text books [23] . Figure 1 is a radial basis network with inputs [37] .
Here the net input to the radbas transfer function is the vector distance between its weight vector w and the input vector p, multiplied by the bias (the ‖dist‖ box in this figure accepts the input vector p and the single row input weight matrix and produces the dot product of the two).
The transfer function for a radial basis neuron is
The most often used RBF is Gaussian function that is characterized by a center and a width, which performs the nonlinear transformation in the hidden layer by measuring the Euclidean distance between the input vector and the radial basis functional center as follows:
In this function, ‖ − ‖ is Euclidean norm; is the th input vector; is the center of th basis function with the same dimension of ; is the th neuron radial basis function width parameter; is the number of hidden layer nodes; = 1, 2, . . . , , is the number of input vectors, and is the total number of input vectors.
The entire radial basis function neural networks consist of three layers: an input layer, a hidden radial basis layer, and an output linear layer. The network architecture is shown in Figure 2 where is the number of elements in input vector;
1 is the number of neurons in radial basis layer; 2 is the number of elements in output vector.
This paper adopts Gauss function as the activation function; thus, the linear function of output layer is
In this function, is the connection weight between hidden layer and output; is the output value of the th node. Thus it can be seen that the center , width parameter , and the connection weight are very important parameters that affect the accuracy of prediction.
Look in detail at how the radial basis layer operates. Each neuron's weighted input is the distance between the input vector and its weight vector, calculated with dist. Each neuron's net input is the element-by-element product of its weighted input with its bias, calculated with netprod. Each neuron's output is its net input passed through radbas. Figure 2 shows the network architecture adopted by this study. The hidden layer in the network applies a nonlinear transformation of the input space to the hidden space using hidden neurons (processing units) with a RBF as a nonlinear transfer function to operate on the input data. All of the details of designing this network are built into design functions newrbe and newrb in neural network toolbox [37] , and their outputs can be obtained with sim. This paper chooses newrb as it is more efficient. The call for functions is
In the above two functions, P train is normalized training samples of the water heads input vectors and K train is normalized training samples of the seepage parameters output vectors. The function newrb takes matrices of P train and K train and returns the desired network. Thus, using the RBFNN mapping, the nonlinear relation between the water heads and seepage parameters is established to approximate the implicit expressions. The RBFNN configuration is formulated as a minimization problem with respect to the number of hidden layer nodes, the center locations , width , and the connection weights . In this paper, the basic idea of searching optimum parameters , , and is as follows: the number of neurons in hidden layer begins at 1; this paper adopts particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm as training method to search parameters , , and that minimize the difference between real and predicted matrices of the seepage parameters; the error of the network is checked, and if the error goal is not met, the next neuron is added (the function newrb creates neurons one at a time, and, at each iteration, the input vector that results in lowering the network error the most is used to create a radbas neuron); this procedure is repeated until the error goal is met, or the maximum number of neurons is reached.
Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (PSO).
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart [38] . PSO was inspired from birds flocking and their social behavior. Like other evolutionary algorithms, the PSO generates a random population of solutions which are called particles in this algorithm. Each particle demonstrates a point in the decision space. The particles direction of movement through the search space is governed by the best-known positions of each particle, best, and the global best position found during the movement of the swarm, best. The position of each particle in the search space encodes values of the variables of the optimization problem. The objective function, , of the optimization problem is evaluated for each particles position in the search space. The position that gives the best value of the objective function is best position. The global best position, best, is the particle position that has the best evaluation of the objective function in the population. In essence, PSO employs a swarm of particles or possible solutions that fly through the feasible solution space to explore optimal solutions. It can be easily implemented and it is computationally inexpensive. In this paper, the RBFNN combined with the particle swarm optimization is applied to the back analysis of the permeability coefficients. The flow chart of the radial basis function neural network optimized using the particle swarm optimization algorithm is shown in Figure 3 .
The velocity of a particle, in each dimension of the search space, is based on the positions of the best-known solutions, best and best, and the current position. For each iteration, , the velocity in each dimension is given as [39] 
where = 1, 2, . . . , ; = 1, 2, . . . , , where is the size of the swarm; 1 and 2 are a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1]; 1 and 2 are positive constant parameters called acceleration coefficients. It has been found that when 1 = 2 and 2 = 2, the velocities provide particle movement that improve overall procedure effectiveness; is the position of particle " " in the past iteration; is the velocity in the past iteration; is inertia weight that controls the impact of previous velocities and is usually considered to be equal to 1; and = 1, 2, . . . determines the iteration number. Using the new velocity calculated from (16), +1 , and the current position of the particle , a new position is calculated as
where +1 and +1 are position and velocity in the current iteration, respectively.
After the particle has moved to the next position +1 , the process starts over with the evaluation of the objective function. This continues for 1 to max , number of iterations, or until some convergence criteria are met. As the particles move through the search space, they begin to "swarm" around a position that optimizes the value of the objective function of the problem. In this paper, the objective function which determines the RBFNN performance is represented by mean squared error (MSE), expressed as
where and̂are actual and predicted normalized permeability coefficient vectors, respectively, and is the total number of data sets.
The PSO-RBFNN optimization framework is implemented in MATLAB. The swarm population size is set to 30, and one particle represents a three-dimensional vector (the elements are , , and ). The input and output vectors of RBFNN are all normalized. Given that the input data space can only span from 0 to 1, the RBF center can logically be constrained by the range [0, 1]. According to the practice of the writers, the width and the connection weights are constrained by the ranges [1, 30] and [0, 100], respectively. Particle swarm is firstly initialized randomly within the given scope of the parameters. Then the particles move according to the flow chart that is shown in Figure 3 . The end conditions are that the number of iterations reaches 100 or until the mean squared error is less than or equal to 0.0001. Figure 4 . As is shown in Figure 4 , the Nuozhadu dam is a rockfill dam with a mixed earth material and a gravel core. The elevation from the lowest foundation surface is 261.5 meters, and the reservoir volume is 237.03 × 10 8 m 3 . As shown in Figure 4 , the dam body consists of 6 material partitions: corewall, filter material I, filter material II, fine rockfill material, coarse rockfill material I, and coarse rockfill material II. The core-wall is built with a 10 m width at the top, upstream slope and downstream slope = 1 : 0.2, the top elevation = 820.5 m, and the lowest foundation surface elevation = 560.0 m. To prevent concentrated leakage and contact scouring, a reinforced concrete cushion was used at the contact areas among the core-wall and bedrocks, filter material I and bedrocks, and filter material II and bedrocks. Moreover, a 2 m thick layer of high plasticity clay was set between the cushion and the corewall. The bottom of the cushion was treated with consolidated grouting [40, 41] .
Permeability Coefficients of the Nuozhadu Dam.
Considering the compacted construction process of the corewall and the influence of the material gravity, this paper Table 3 : Average hydraulic head under steady seepage condition.
Osmometer number DB-C-P-27 DB-C-P-35 DB-C-P-43 DB-C-P-24 DB-C-P-33 DB-C-P-21 suggests that the vertical permeability coefficient of the corewall is smaller than the horizontal permeability coefficient [42] . Thus, the core-wall material was regarded as anisotropic.
The permeability values of the body and foundation were based on laboratory and in situ experimental results. Based on these results, the permeability values of the filter material II and the fine rockfill material are both variables ranging from 5 × 10 −2 to 1 cm/s, which is 5 orders of magnitude larger than the core-wall; the permeability of the coarse rockfill I material is a variable ranging from 0.1 to 2 cm/s, which is 6 orders of magnitude larger than the core-wall; permeability values of the filter material I and the coarse rockfill material II are variables ranging from 5 × 10 −4 to 1 × 10 −2 cm/s, which is 3 orders of magnitude larger than the core-wall. This proves that the permeability values of the filter material II, the fine rockfill material, and the coarse rockfill material I are 5 to 6 orders of magnitude larger than the core-wall; thus, the permeability values of these three materials will only have a marginal effect on the seepage flow of the dam. Therefore, the core-wall (anisotropic), the filter material I, and the coarse rockfill material II, which are considered to be isotropic materials, are selected for the back analysis of the permeability coefficients.
Permeability values of the materials in different parts of the body and foundation of the Nuozhadu dam are presented in Table 1 . The permeability values shown in Table 1 were determined based on laboratory and in situ experimental results on the dam and foundation materials.
Measured Hydraulic Head.
In the body of the dam, 7 osmometers are distributed in the core-wall (DB-C-P-27, DB-C-P-35, and DB-C-P-43), filter material I (DB-C-P-24, DB-C-P-33), and coarse rockfill material II (DB-C-P-21, DB-C-P-40) and have continuous and relatively regular measurements that are used for the back analysis of the permeability coefficients. The upstream and downstream time-varying reservoir water lever curves, filling process curves of some partitions, and measured time-varying hydraulic head curves of the selected osmometers are shown in Figure 5 .
As is shown in Figure 5 , the measurement points of the core-wall (DB-C-P-27, DB-C-P-35, and DB-C-P-43) have high excess pore-water pressures before the storage, while the measured hydraulic heads of the measurement points distributed in the filter material I and coarse rockfill material II have synchronized changes with the upstream reservoir level. This suggests that the excess pore-water pressure arose because of the compaction procedure during construction of the core-wall and not because of a head difference between the upstream and downstream. Consequently, the excess pore-water pressure measured when core-wall filling was completed, which is shown in Table 2 , should be deducted from the measured value in the back analysis of the corewall permeability coefficients. The correction time-varying hydraulic head curves are shown in Figure 6 .
In this paper, the permeability coefficients of the dam materials are retrieved using the average hydraulic head (as shown in Table 3 ) measured under the condition of steady seepage (2012.12.21∼2013. 6.20) . Meanwhile, the parameters are tested by measuring the hydraulic heads (as shown in Table 4 ) for the condition of an unstable saturatedunsaturated seepage while the water lever rose (2013.6.21∼ 2013.10.21). 
Back Analysis of the Permeability Coefficients.
The flow of water through soil is one of the fundamental issues in geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering. In engineering, the more important issue is the pore-water pressure. The pore-water pressure, whether positive or negative, has a direct bearing on the shear strength and volume change characteristics of the soil. This paper needs to simulate the saturated-unsaturated seepage field. It is no longer acceptable to take a simplified approach and ignore unsaturated flow above the phreatic surface. It is mandatory to deal with Osmometer number DB-C-P-27 DB-C-P-35 DB-C-P-43 DB-C-P-24 DB-C-P-33 DB-C-P-21 DB-C-P- unsaturated flow in typical situations such as transient flow problems. Modeling the flow of water through soil with a numerical solution can be very complex. Natural soil deposits are generally highly heterogeneous and nonisotropic. In addition, boundary conditions often change with time and cannot always be defined with certainty at the beginning of an analysis. Furthermore, when a soil becomes unsaturated, the coefficient of permeability becomes a function of the negative pore-water pressure in the soil. The pore-water pressure is the primary unknown and needs to be determined, so iterative numerical techniques are required to match the computed pore-water pressure and the material property, which makes the solution highly nonlinear. These complexities make it necessary to use some form of numerical analysis to analyze seepage problems for all, but the simplest cases [36] . This paper uses commercial software SEEP/W which can consider saturated-unsaturated unsteady seepage in numerical modeling.
Broadly speaking, there are three main parts to a finite element analysis. The first is discretization: dividing the domain into small areas called elements. The second part is specifying and assigning material properties. The third is specifying and applying boundary conditions [36] . The twodimensional finite element (FEM) method is used to calculate and analyze the seepage field. The boundary of the calculation domain is as follows. In the -direction, considering the upstream cofferdam bottom is very wide, a quarter of the height of the dam is chosen in the upstream dam foundation, while a distance equal to the height of the dam is chosen in the downstream dam foundation. In the -direction, the depth of the dam foundation is the same as the elevation.
According to the real condition of the material partitions of the dam body and its foundation, the finite element mesh is set up using the automatic meshing method for the dam. After discretization, the finite element mesh of the dam and its foundation is shown in Figure 7 , and the solid black panes indicate the measuring points. The steps of permeability coefficients inversion are as follows.
Step 1 (generate 50 sets of samples of permeability coefficient). In this paper, based on the good-point set theory, the numbertheoretic method (NTM) is proposed to establish normalized permeability coefficients with good diversity by a uniform design [43] . The program of the NTM is written in a MAT-LAB environment, and 50 sets of normalized permeability coefficients are generated (as shown in Table 5 ).
Combining the ranges of the inversed permeability coefficients (as shown in Table 1 ) with the 50 sets of normalized data, 50 sets of permeability coefficients evenly distributed using the reverse-normalization equation are obtained, which are given as
where max and min are the maximum and minimum values of , respectively, and is a normalized value (as is shown in Table 2 ).
Step 2 (generate samples). As shown in Figure 5 , the upstream and downstream water level had almost no change from December 2012 to June 2013 and the average water level (upstream water level = 774.02 m; downstream water Table 6 .
Step 3 is added to twenty eight, the mean squared error between actual and predicted normalized permeability coefficients falls beneath an error goal (1 × 10 −4 ). The PSO algorithm fitness function is (18) and while the number of neurons is added to twenty eight, the best particle fitness value converges following the iteration shown in Figure 8 . Using the trained PSO-RBFNN, take the last 10 sets of normalized hydraulic heads as input vectors to predict the normalized permeability coefficients, and calculate the mean squared error between the actual and predicted normalized permeability coefficients. The testing result shows the trained PSO-RBFNN hold a satisfactory generalization.
Step 4 (inverse permeability coefficient). Choosing the correction average hydraulic head that is shown in Table 3 as input vector, the PSO-RBFNN is used to inverse the permeability coefficient. The predicted results are listed in Table 7 .
Step 5 (evaluate the accuracy of the inversed permeability coefficient). Choose the steady seepage field (during the period from December 2012 to June 2013) to be the initial seepage field with the hydraulic boundary condition: upstream water level = 774.02 m and downstream water level = 601.42 m; the model simulated the unsteady saturatedunsaturated seepage field during the period from June 2013 to September 2013. The hydraulic boundary condition is shown in Figure 5 . The dam materials' nonsaturated property should be considered, except the cofferdam, antiseepage curtain, and dam foundation, which are all underwater. Generally, the soil-water characteristic curve and permeability coefficient curve are representative of the materials' nonsaturated property. The soil-water characteristic curve is estimated using the saturated volumetric water content and a spline function. The permeability coefficient curve is estimated using the saturated permeability coefficient, soil-water characteristic Matric suction (kPa) Figure 9 : Soil-water characteristic curve.
curve, and Fredlund-Xing model [44, 45] . Based on the required saturated volumetric water content saturated permeability coefficient listed in Table 8 , the fitting soil-water characteristic curve and permeability coefficient curve are Note: absolute error = simulated hydraulic head − measured hydraulic head; relative error = absolute error/(measured hydraulic head − the lowest elevation of foundation surface, 560 m).
2013) at measuring points are listed in Table 9 , which also contains absolute error and relative error of the simulated and measured hydraulic head. Figure 11 shows the comparison diagram of the measured and simulated hydraulic head for the condition of steady and unsteady seepage. Figures 12 and  13 are histograms of the absolute error and relative error of the simulated and measured hydraulic head.
As shown in Figure 11 , the measured and simulated hydraulic head agree well and reflect basically the distribution and variation of the steady and unsteady seepage fields in the dam, which validate the proposed model and inversion method. Table 9 shows that, for the three different boundary conditions of the seepage field, the maximum absolute error between the simulated and measured hydraulic head is 4.96 m and more than 70% of the absolute error is less than 2.1 m; the maximum relative error is 4.7% and more than 70% of relative error is less than 1.1%; moreover, the average absolute relative error is 1.37%, which strongly indicates that the inversed permeability coefficients are reasonable.
Conclusions
The problem presented in this study is in essence one of estimating dam permeability coefficients while minimizing the error between the observed and computed hydraulic head values. An essential requirement of the solution to this optimization problem is the fulfillment of the implicit nonlinear relation that exists between the permeability coefficients and hydraulic head as described by the dam seepage flow equation. In this paper, a radial basis function (RBF) neural network is applied to solve the optimization problem and produce an estimate of the permeability coefficients. The fact that the RBF neural network can be trained to provide a good data-driven approximation of the dam seepage flow equation means that the solution (upon its inversion) is able to accurately predict the dam permeability coefficients in response to the present hydraulic head. This fact highlights a need to pay special attention to the structure parameters of the RBF neural network. The particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, which is easy to program and has a quick rate of convergence and the powerful ability of global search, is used to train the neural network to obtain the optimal values of the RBF neural network structure parameters. The proposed approach (RBF neural network optimized using the PSO algorithm) is applied to inverse the permeability coefficients of the core-wall, filter material I, and coarse rockfill material II of the Nuozhadu Dam. The results show that the measured hydraulic head basically agrees well with calculated hydraulic head under both the condition of steady seepage and that of unsteady seepage, which indicates that the proposed method has high computational efficiency and high identification accuracy. The results illustrate the feasibility of the proposed method in the back analysis of permeability coefficients.
